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contempt for the enemy, till he thought that he could
prevail against any odds.
On June 18 was fought the battle which wrecked the
plans of Frederick the Great, and first taught him that
he was not invincible. The Austrians, 54,000 strong,
were drawn up in a well-chosen position on a low
range of hills to the west of the little town of Kollin,
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position at and Vienna highroad, along which the Prus-
Kollm. sians were advancing. Their left and centre
were too strong to be attacked, but Frederick saw that
an impression might be produced by throwing his whole
force on their right wing. For this it was necessary for
the Prussian army to pass in front of the Austrian lines,
until it was opposite to their right, its march
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of the	being not parallel to the enemy's position, but
Prussians. converging on it by means of a movement
called the c oblique order,5 of which Frederick was very
fond, and which he employed with signal success at
Leuthen six months later.
The battle at first went entirely in favour of the Prus-
sians. Ziethen's horse and seven infantry battalions under
_, . , General Hulsen (which formed their advance
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Kollin, guard when marching into position, their ex-
june 18. treme left when in order of battle) attacked the
Austrian right wing at Kreczor. After some hard fighting
they repulsed the enemy, and carried two heights defended
by batteries, when they found themselves confronted by
fresh troops, which Daun had brought up by the rear
from his left. If at this time they had been properly
supported the battle would have been won ; it was said
that four fresh battalions would have done the work.
But no reinforcements were at hand. By some strange
mistake, which, notwithstanding all that has been written
about it, has never been explained, Prince Maurice, who

